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who ill can stand

The sight of renegadoes in command;
But when the Captain and his joyial crew,

Drunk all along, proceed to pillage too;
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‘When man is chartered to defraud his brother,

And one class drowns to pacify another;
When

Folly at the helm all reason mocks,

Steering the vessel plump upon the rocks,
I take my leave without the least remorse,
Glad to escape, purloined and nothing worse,
Lest (as their troubles seem increasing fast)

They take to eat the passengers at last.
When Justice leaves her seat, and Rapine reigns,
The devil may, take the hindmost who remains.
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Some say, a man should spend where he receives,
This England asks in lieu of all she gives:

Against the maxim I shall not contend,
Provided there be any thing to spend;
Provided Justice triumph, as ee
Her virgin soil was stained with civic gore, .
(By men whose precepts them examples mock,
Priests who, for gain, turn butchers of their flock ;)
When Tory Magistrates and sham Police.

Combined with Yeomanry to break the peace,’
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Some cry, “ Hear, hear!” when all-around ate mute,

And thus create the nuisance they impute:
While, as the bird in ivy-bush demure,

The Speaker suffers what he cannot cure.
If, as at times will happen, England’s fate,
Or Europe’s freedom, hang on the debate,

~

Though Rhetoric not unworthy ancient Rome
Bring to the unwilling breast conviction home,

Still to his object true, the clamorous brute
Dumbfounds the logic which he can’t refute;

120

Tull once victorious, and well counted out,

The blockheads ask you, “ whatst’s all about ?”
Blame you their ardour? After twelve o'clock ©
None enter Almack’s save who force the lock;

We know they must not balk th’ expectant fair,
So curse the foolish laws which seat them there.
Boys due attention rarely can command,
Nor‘e’en when listning always understand ;
And as man’s seasons have their several calls,

Youth looks in Coancil worse than Age at ball®
If this be alla Briton has to boast,

One can but grieve, or tolerate at most.
To men of rights or property bereft,
Flight seems the only consolation left;
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though specific in the gout,

Was never famed for keeping bailiffs out.
O glorious comment on their knavish cant!

England of plenty, Ireland dies of want!
Stand forth, disciples of king David’s school 15,
And own this foul opprobrium of misrule:
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Say, when was Tantalus, since crime began,

So far surpassed by agonizing man?
See Erin’s sons, by long oppression ground,
Condemned to starye, while plenty teems around;

See her dishevelled and insulted brood,
Doomed to subsist on theoretic food;
Condemned to cultivate a grateful soil,
Yet never taste the produce of their toil ';

920

Goaded to madness by Exaction’s stings,
And driven to loathe the very name of kings:

While beggared England, gorged with Irish grain,
Subscribes forsooth—to send it back again!
To send it where old wrongs and knavish laws

Have loosed allegiance and locked labour’s jaws,

Thus myriads perish under Tory care,
:
Trusting to alms from those who’ve nought to spare:
Go, cover your economists with scorn,
fg
“‘ Who starve the beast that treadeth out the corn.” 230
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David—whose voice like soft Circean lyres

To their destruction lures our country ’squires:
David—the only seer whose fame defies
The frequent failure of his prophecies !

260

As when town beagles who have lost the hare,

Squat on their haunches in burlesque despair,
Some loiter this, some yelp the other way,
As prurient error leads the curs astray;
If then some bagsman on the road espy
Perchance a cat or rabbit flirting by,
The man of samples soon, by loud halloos,
Proclaims in triumph what he thinks he views;
Dogs, burghers, *squires, respond in joyful tone;
Each seems to vote the merit all his own
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While yet the hoax is rife, but when it flags
They ’re free enough 6௦ lay the blame on Bags.
Thus from the octaves flow’d, in silver tones:
The sage prognostics of the child of loans;

© Retrace your steps, but be with caution bold,
* Make the land tortoise pay your debts in gold;
“Tn foreign commerce only put your trust;

‘ Brush up your looms, and let the ploughshare rust;
© So shall each tax and salary be doubled,

2

‘ And you by Radicals no longer troubled 18?
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‘ Slay but the big ones, and two ends we serve,

‘The ship will float, the crew no longer starve.’
So our Dutch Captain, poor unhappy Van,
Anxious to soothe the more obstreperous clan,

(As kindly souls give way to brawling wives,
Or other nuisances, for quiet lives,)

310

Dreading the disputants—who, right or wrong,
Debate in bodies fifty thousand strong,

O’erjoyed on any terms to sign a truce, »
Yields all they ask, and slays the landed goose 2°—
A speechless bird, so spiritless and dull,
No sense of wrongs can’ penetrate his scull,
Not of the breed which rescued Rome ௦1 old,

But one of Aisop’s, laying eggs of gold.
Had he who built the raft of Gophire wood,
No wiser rule of government pursued,

320

But, to appease the clamours of the ark,
Crammed the hoarse sea-mew, staryed the tuneful lark;

Starved fleecy flocks, to gorge the beast of preyg
Or made the bee to idle drones give way 77;

What changes had ensued, heayen only knows! Royston might then have sold her fatted crows;
Sleek, lazy tigers, stall-fed wolves and bears,
Had growled in Smithfield and at country fairs;
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Pidcock had shown some starveling cow or sheep,
Lean as a rake at half-a-crown a peep;

330

While man’s invention, by such limits bound,
Perchance had toiled for ages ere he found
A substitute at Michaelmas for geese,
Or baited rat-traps without Cheshire cheese.

-

ட்

None, more than I, reyere the sacred page
Which paints our frailties in their earliest stage;
And

surely none have ampler cause to grieve

How soon God’s favoured people learned to thieve!
So, should the Muse intrude on Holy Writ,
The truth invites her,

and no vulgar wit;

340

Though ever ready to respect the good,
And live with all in Christian brotherhood,
She will not truth or Freedom’s cause forego
In idle dread of making Cant her foe.
That sacred book records a dext’rous shift,

த

Of which few Tories comprehend the drift,
How that the Israelites, by Moses lea,
Despoiled the land of Heypt ere they fled,
And were already far on their retreat, ~
Before the drowsy Copts perceived the cheat.

- 850

That of their goods they took so little heed,
Eyinced unusual negligence —agreed.

;
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That thieves should be so leisurely pursued,
No doubt. was miracle—so far so good;

But how resolve the moral of the thing?
Why vex a people to chastise their king?
To say *t was lawful to pursue the thief,.
Argues,

I ween, nor crime nor unbelief’;

But if again of Pharaoh be it said, .
The people should have taken off his head,

360

That other slaves deserve the like disasters
Who fail to syncopize unrighteous.masters,
Both church and law have laid it down long since,

That none may meddle with their awful prince;
Man must endure legitimacy’s chain,
Though Nero rule or F—_——d of Spain.

"Tis when a bastard or’ usurper reigns,
You get the right of knocking out his brains.
Here lies the Tory puzzle in a word,

்

Serve we th’ Almighty or the feudal Lord?
Now I maintain the Copts had done as well
Against this lazwfub despot to rebel,
Fes
Or from his dangerous company, to flee,
Ass stay, be robbed, and soused in
the Red Sea:
And that they perished for no other wrong,
‘Than having borne.a tyrant’s yoke too
long.
Let full-blown shovel-hatted Orange-man
Impugn my wholesome doctrine if
he can. ~
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Alas! this specimen of Hebrew skill ~
Was but the type of greater exploits still;
Do not the Jews possess the British soil? Do they not revel in the nation’s spoil?
In all past contracts is there not a flaw *3,

21
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Which clothes their rapine with the forms of law?

Ts not each debtor by that law undone,
Which bids him pay the lender two for one?
By * public faith,” what mean the wrong’s abettors

But faith to creditors and fraud to debtors ?
Plucked by: our overseer’s financial tricks,

Doomed without straw to make our tale of bricks,
To pay the debts and charges of the state

390

With lessened means, in coin of doubled weight,
The burden laid exceeds our suff’ring powers,
And makes the Egyptian fraud a joke to ours;
There previous wrongs excused’ the pilfering Jew,’
But ours are groundless, yet progressive too;

5

Of old the thieves purloined and slunk away,
Now they “adhere like leeches to their jfrey;
There Pharaoh’s sins produced his people’s fall,
Here we’ve a prince who never sinned at all;

There *t was the prophet, here the law’s to blame,
In all things else the robbery ’s the same.

400
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Ask ye what graduate in the cozening art
I’th’ mighty pillage play’d the hero’s part?
What hoary rabbi led the lare’nous throng
With snowy locks and beard twelve inches long?
Know, ’t was a Christian slave of virtues rare!
A child of trade, but reared with so much care,

That he was doomed Britannia’s realm to rule
While yet a stripling at a public school;
Soon he surpassed the alchymists of’ old,
And changed the foulest rags to purest gold;
Gave each old-clothesman money in his sack,

410

In lieu of all the rubbish at his back;

And when his aged sire besought him fair
To stay his purpose, and his country spare,
Persisted, reckless of that sire’s control,
Bade him be still, and d——'d his fustian soul.

Fate crowned his project’ with success complete,
And gave the soil in fee to Monmouth Street.
Can you then ‘blame the man who should refuse

To wait this second coming of the Jews?
To linger on, surrounded by distress,

To watch his come growing daily less,
And when all’s gone stay bowing at his gate,
While Sir Barabbas seizes his estate?

480.
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Thy servants (grown thy masters) doomed at last
To own the enormity of blunders past 5 Not craving pardon for the wrongs we rue,
But bent on steering folly’s course anew ;

870

(Yet how to act, or what to wish in doubt,

Like gamesters, hoping chance may help them out :)
Scared by the cries of unrelieved distress **,
(But most intent to keep what they possess,)
Though still detesting freedom—yet afraid

To join the foul liberticide crusade;
For peace or war,—as either cry prevails,
Or pure convenience shall incline the scales,

Must soon th’ inevitable choice embrace
Between thy deeper ruin and disgrace !

880

I shall not die with bigots much in debt,
But fear my sport is scarcely over yet;
Amused to see their clumsy missiles fall,

I should be proud could I attract them all;
Their pointless rancour only proves me right»
And that themselves are losers by the fight.
Peace I desire! but, wheresoever cast, —

Encroaching slavery finds me to the last,
As far as ‘satire, speech, or life will go,
A steady, dauntless, unrelenting foe.
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I have laboured for no vulgar ends,

—

No low desire to profit self or friends;
Nor have I tried, from love of paltry rule,

To raise myself by pulling down a fool.
No!

to wage war against corruption’s bands,

-To snatch the rudder from unskilful hands;
To teach my countrymen,

with fearless tongues,

To assert their rights, and to revenge their wrongs,
To, show them how truth’s battle should be fought,
Ay, how to conquer and set fools at: nought,

900

Has been my end; and partial friends would fain Persuade me that I have not toiled in vain.
The work begun,

and freedom’s voice expressed,

°T is for the people to perform the rest;
For all I know, it may be England’s will,
That over Justice Fraud should lord it still; -

Her sons must solve the problem as they list;
If they want zeal, one friend can ne’er be missed.

Tf sunk in apathy,

,

or mute through fear,

The broal safe course they still forbegr to steer:
Tf all’s so foul, so rotten in the state,

That none must rule save those the people hate;
If elders, gigeling at a trickster’s joke,
Th’ Almighty vengeance on the land proyoke;

Should mobs command, or demagogues oppress,

Or Englishmen turn robbers from distress;
F2
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Since’duty only calls us to endure
Those ills we vainly should attempt to cure,

Release the willing steed whose race is run,
Bid others take their wateh, my work is done.
Hire me then, prythee,

some neat dwelling,

920

where

My lungs may breathe an unpolluted air,
Where I may sperid the pittance I ‘have left
Untaxed, ‘and free from legislative theft;

ன்

Take classic ground, and plant me where you will, -

On Chiaia’s terrace, or a Latian ‘hill;
There, safe from London’s clatter ‘and control,
We may €njoy free mtereourse of ‘soul;
Retrace the scenes‘of Maro’s tuneful song,
Or chaunt old Dante's we

stroll ‘along;

Soothe in the'melody of Tuscan tongues,
All pain of ‘public or domestic’ wrongs;
Or ’mid the ruins of majestic Rome
Laugh at our ‘blund’ring 'tyrannies ‘at- honie.
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Nore 1, Page 6, Line 15.
Where kings, whose will no civic charters awe, §c.

Urow the principle that a decrepit old lion ought to be
safer company than a young one, man’s existence should be
mre endurable under a settled than under an incipient
tyranny. For as, in the one case, satiety and security beget
slumber, so in the other does the constant urtica of opposition create jealousy and strife; from which,

encroachment

_ (and sometimes violent aggression) upon popular rights, seem
the invariable consequence. Of this, England at least af
fords a lamentable illustration. For here the force of public
opinion, adverse to the ministers of the day, is‘by them assigned as an excuse for permanently subverting the old equilibrium of the three estates. These men complain ‘that public
opinion
is too strong for them, instead of acknowledging that
they and their actions are too weak for it. Instead of making
this public monitor the guide of their conduct,

they are con-

stantly busied in entrenching themselves against it, by what
they call the counterpoise of influence; and truly, so far this
strengthening of their hands has actually counterbalanced
the weakness of their understandings, that they have at last
bought the country with its own money, and will probably
continue to govern it in spite of the people. That ambition
should act this part was natural enough, but that common
prudence should not have deterred public men from avowing
a principle little short of ruling England by brute force, is

wonderful indeed.
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Note 2, Page 6, Line 33.
ர

—to this England owes

Her proudest trophies o'er her mightiest foes.

Among the leading causes of/superiority in the British
people ‘are, 1. Commerce, which teaches men that
honesty is policy. 2. Our public schools, where they learn
to despise pain, and to fight (when necessary) ina particular
mode which, added

to other gymnastic

exercises, endows

them with the free use of their limbs and asteady eye. The
result of this is constancy, or what the soldiers call steadiness, which makes us conquer when,

as the French tell us,

“we ought to have been beaten.” That people, not ayerse
to depreciate qualities in which they are not themselves preeminent, and who do not see what business we have with

this awkward one in particular, ascribe it to want of quick
circulation of the blood,

or other deficiencies in the idiosyn-

crasy of the animal.
Nore 3, Page 8, Line 68.
And oftener speak their interest than their thought.
This of course can only apply to the salaried side of the
House, and can haye no reference to those who have steadily
supported the people’s rights, and to whose resistance of
the corrupt temptations

of ambition, wealth,

and court fa-

your, we are perhaps indebted for the preservatign of such
liberties as still remain to us; yet, from the uncharitable complexion of the times, it seems likely that they must trust to

history even for their fame.

;

Norte 4, Page 8, Line 85.

Our ancient rights are shaped to suit the times.
It would

well become

those who, in order to defend

existing abuses, are always boasting “our glorious consti-
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tution” to recollect how totally that constitution has been
changed, not only by the silent sap of indirect corruption,
and that overpowering influence which may be said to have
bought up the independent spirit of the country, but by direct
acts of the Legislature itself.

1.4 any one candidly review

the real history of the six Acts, and thence lear duly to
appreciate the presiding genius and oracles of the day!
In the year 1819 the public were alarmed, and the
temper and talents of the Government put to trials wholly
beyond their powers of endurance, by itinerant orators, who,

whether for pence or popularity, made it their business to
eqllect en masse the inhabitants of populous districts, into
what were called reform meetings. The people were not to
discuss the subject; but to receive ex cathedr4 the catholi‘con of their faith from the casual and frequently unknown
apostle. In short, their object seems to have been to carry
their own

reforms by intimidation

(if not by force) rather

than by argument and reason. To this end parties were
(in the neighbourhood of Manchester) trained by night to the
use of arms;

and although it appears that not a tenth part of

them really knew that this practice had any other object than
the ostensible one of cutting a more imposing figure thereby
at the grand meeting (or “ gradely do”); and eyen supposing
that the very projectors of these nocturnal exercises meant
nothing more, still as the nuisance was cause of alarm, and
a monstrous abuse of rational liberty, the necessity for its

suppression was readily admitted by mén of all parties.
The local authorities (those scrupulous adherents to the
strict letter of the law in their dealings with popular assemblies) complained that they had no power, “ as the law then
_ stood,” to interfere in preventing meetings
to any extent, either
by night or by day; and as the inconvenience of the one was
no less felt than the alarm of the other, laws for their sup-

pression or modification would readily have been agreed to
by every one except those wlio wished to make liberty a
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cloak for anarehical licentiousness.
peace might fairly have

The guardians of the

been intrusted with

discretionary.

power sufficient to prevent the periodical assemblage of fifty
or a hundred thousand persons in commercial cities, where
mercantile as well as political business was entitled to

their protection.

é

But this was not all that was wanted.

Society was just

then in too favourable a condition as to alarm for the Tories
not to take advantage of it, and the opportunity thus offered
of effecting a practicable breach in the constitution could not
be resisted by enemies who found the regular proces of sap
too slow for their purposes. Accordingly, because it was unfit
to suffer half Lancashire to obstructthe streets and approaches
of Manchester, ad libitum, by periodical or adjourned meetings} therefore laws were passed to make meetings of the
people altogether dependent on the will of officers appointed
by the Crown, or upon the chance of finding five independent magistrates in each county;

whereas it is notorious,

that in many, perhaps a majority of the counties, it would
be just as easy to find five elephants.
2. Because prosecutions for libel had been at that time
unusually abundant, it was thought very fit to subject persons, upon a second conyiction for that offence, to eternal

baitishment from their country; though we haye seen on
such occasions Judges. almost forget that they were not
pleading for the Crown; and special juries ready to follow
_the

slightest hint ffom the bench,

some

fast asleep *, and

others whose faculties, though waking, seemed utterly incompetent to follow the reasoning which could alone guide
them to a just decision.

ட்

Lastly, because it was, thought right to suppress certain
works of a blasphemous character, therefore the more respectable part of the press were to be subjected to shackles
(in the way of securities) sufficient altogether to deter many
® This was the case at Leicester upon a memorable occasion.
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from the hazardous pursuit of their honourable and patriotic
vocation.

Six Acts, containing these flagrant provisions, passed
the Legislature in as many days; and although the strenuous opposition, .which they met with, succeeded at: least
in limiting their duration to five years; yet it is notorious.
that, when they first met with Lord Grenyille’s Support, they
were all intended to be permanent, as doubtless. they will
still eventually become. This distinguished man thus consented to invade and partially subyert, in one week, that
“glorious constitution,” in praise of which he had. been (it
should seem idly) vapouring during the whole of his political
life: * applying too a remedy which (as he flattered himself),
was to be permanent, to an inconvenience which was, on all

sides, then admitted

(an admission the truth of which, the

event has amply confirmed) to be wholly of a temporary,
nature;

and this man is called a. statesman; and this man

coalesced with Charles Fox! ‘The bare idea is enough to
rouse the dead lion from his grave!! But our obligations to
him do not end here; his Lordship

was also the eloquent

advocate of Mr. Peel’s Bill, in the same year.
Note 5, Page 9; Line 92,
Neglect the task for which alone they’re paid?2

e

Although. Government haye
ci qiembers i in their
direct pay, it requires an active whipper-in to ensure a House,
that is to say, to get au attendance of those who are’ paid

for attending; - or of 40 out of 658.of our represéntatives.
The pensioned band serve the double purpose of preventing
as well as’ forminga House; and thereby getting rid ofan
obnoxious motion. But lately the whipper-in was caught in
_the act of heading the pack oy the very moment ey were
“going into coyert.

:
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upon foreign commerce,

they risk the more certain market at

home; and, in thus turning the population into manufacturers,
are laying up combustibles which may, upon the slightest
reverse, explode and envelope our establishments. Their
prosperity (i. e. whilst dependent on the foreign markets)
rests entirely upon the low price of provisions, which, as
long as the debt lasts, is tantamount to the depression of the
other productive classes.

These latter will, however, even-

tually ‘ accommodate prices to the cost of production,” their
Jands will soon be “ thrown out of cultivation,” prices will
rise accordingly, and then it will be seen upon what founda-

tion the commercial speculations of this new Jerusalem are
founded.

©! but we shall get grain enough from the con-

tinent.. No; the scarcity of gold there, produced by the
wants of seyeral great empires who had discarded and now
re-adopt the use of it, has lowered prices and thrown equal
discouragements in the way of the foreign grower, who
will know better than to continue producing that which he
cannot sell. Besides, you haye a corn law at home to
wrestle with.
Note 19, Page 17, Line 301.
Nature provides sufficient food for man,
And gave him claws to catch it where he can.
These illustratigns of the rights of man were very unfairly
considered
as burlesque and flagitious in the mouth of the
Spenceans, by the theorists of the present day; who, whether as senators, Jews, manufacturers, editors of news-

papers, or other participators in the pillage, are now daily
applying the same arguments, and nearly in totidem verbis,
in favour of the confiscation of landed property. © muchinjured Mr. Spence! © much-traduced Radicals! ‘no doctrines of yours ever sported with property, even in theory,
as this Tory Government has in practice !—See Cobbett.
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tracted in pounds of paper, worth ten or twelve shillings each,

and no more, that is to say, they represented labour or provisions to that amount; whereas the pound, now that it suits
" the lender to be repaid, is made to signify a value nearly
double what it bore when borrowed, by being suddenly by
law converted into a given quantity of fine gold.

So that

we are coolly called upon to return two bushels of wheat
for the one which we borrowed.

But, cries the cheat, and after him the gull, you have
overstated the greatest depreciation of the paper we lent you,
eyen in the very dearest times, as you will see by referring
to its then yalue as compared with gold—the only standard
by which you can measure the value of all things. How 80
I reply; what meaning do you attach to the word standard?
A. That criterion or measure of value which, as being subject to the least variation, is received as such by the common consent of nations. B. Why then, according to your
own definition, gold is just the worst criterion your ingenuity
could have fixed upon, because nations occasionally dispense
entirely with the use of it, just as they do at times with
stays, shoe-buckles, or other such more useful articles; and
thus it has been liable to constant fluctuations. _ During the

war, above half of the civilized world absolutely gaye up the
use of gold as their current money; France for six years,
England for twenty-two. Austria, Russia, and America, for
- considerable periods, discarded this “< criterion,” and drove

it into a comparativély restricted sphere of action,ewhere of
course its abundance wrought its own depreciation; or, in
other words,

raised the value of all that was

exchanged

for it.
Then, if you ask me what oa
I would admit as
subject to. less or no fluctuation of yalue ? I answer, any

which neither the despotism of a prince nor.the roguery of
a minister can abandon

or resume

at the dictates of their

NOTES.
interest or convenience.

Labour,

்

2 OM

or the necessaries of life,

come under this description. Kings and ministers cannot
dispense with these, and therefore, taking the average of
years for our guide, we shall find in them the most unvary-

ing criterion whereby to measure the value of other things.
Were we in England secure against another Bank Restriction Act for the purpose of promoting the success of some
further attack upon the liberties of this or other states, still

should we be without any security that other countries might
not again discard their metals from circulation, and by thus
overthrowing the equilibrium of metallic currency, mock
ourepresent efforts and sacrifices to obtain a stability of
prices by making that a standard! of yalue which experience has proved not to be absolutely necessary to the existence or comforts of man.
Nore 24, Page 23, Line 433.
Ye sordid scribblers of a venal press,

Base selfish panders to the land’s distress.
. This new year’s gift to their high mightinesses the lords
‘commissioners of public opinion will probably be more than
sufficient to ensure for the whole work a speedy and perhaps
efficient recommendation to the grocers and pastrycooks of
the metropolis, through their “valuable columns.” The

author has?not allowed this consideration to deter him (in
default of others) from exposing the disingenuous part which

even the free press have thought fit, or rather found it convenient, to take upon this particular occasion. Assuming
that the proprietors of the different newspapers have, as
fundholders, an interest in the final accomplishment of Mr.
Peel’s Bill; assuming even that the addition thereby made

to their capital justifies their endeavours to effect the total
ruin of the pillaged party, whose fortunes are thus transநா
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ferred to them; and further granting (as one readily may),
that the majority of landowners are entitled to no earthly commiseration, still how. can they, as faithful reporters of
public transactions, or as candid reasoners upon measures of
state, or as impartial observers on the wrongs and distresses of
their countrymen, reconcile it to their consciences studiously

to garble, or entirely to suppress every fact, speech, or argument, which can in any shape militate against their own view of the subject? while, on the other hand, they are
constantly prejudging the case, at the same time that they
fayour their readers with only just so much of it as suits
their purpose: suppressing all party hostility with esch
other, and combining together (for the first time upon record) with the laudable object of excluding the plaintiff
from all hearing whatever. ‘Thus, to select from innumerable examples, neither Mr. Attwood’s nor Sir F. Burdett’s
speeches upon Mr. Western’s motion (eloquent and unanswerable as they were) were reported at all, while those on
the other side the question’were given at length. The professed opinions of these journalists themselves are either
absurd or hypocritical: they talk of reducing the taxes in a
degree sufficient for the relief of agriculture, and at the
same time are sticklers for keeping what they call enéire
faith with the fundholder—an inconsistency which needs no
refutation.

Can

any thing, however,
be more

lamentable

than to see the able and steady vindicators of impartial
justice and popular rights, to whose independence and exertions we are so deeply indebted, arraying themselves on the
side of spoliation and injustice, wholly suppressing one side
of the question, and defending the other with a degree of
feebleness and inconsistency, fully proying their own want

of internal conviction, and totally irreconcilable with any
but a selfish motive?
the prices

of 1792,

If they are to eat our produce at
we

must

have

similar

reductions in
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NOTES.
Note

27, ‘Page 26, Line 490.

Snuff up the very dust from off his feet.
Among the abominations of adulation which characterized the royal visit to Scotland, it was stated in several
newspapers, that a plank

of mahogany,

upon which His

Majesty stepped at his landing, had literally been “ worked
up into snuff-boxes! 1!”

Nore 28, Page 28, Line 543.”
Though sworn in justice to maintain the laws,
He contravenes them in a Tory cause’;
்

ஓ

Fees the convicted slanderer, nor the less

Inveighs against the < license of the press.”
Three justices of the peace, in one county,

subscribed

their money to indemnify the editors of the John Bull newspaper, for a libel on a deceased lady, whose only crime it
was to be sister to a most distinguished member of Opposition. These gentlemen are what are called political justices:

Norte 29, Page 29, Line 570.

And may all those who do not like her leave her.
This is the favourite Tory toast, which theywill soon
have to drink in ale instead of claret.

3107௩. 80, Page 32, Line 633,
Russel and Howard still are true, you say,

And freedom speaks in Erskine and in Grey.
If Lords Holland, Lansdowne,

King,

and etter

omma-

ments of their country, have not been introduced into this
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constellation, it is more the Muse's fault than the author’s.
But where there is only room for two at a time, seniority
has indisputable claims to precedence, and in no case more
than the present.

Nore 31, Page 33, Line 663.
The House divides, and lo! her sacred ends

~

Fail half defeated by—inconstant friends.
This inconsistency shows itself in acts of omission as
wel

as

commission,

besides

that

candowr

burlesqued,

which takes credit for neyer acting in opposition, except
upon the completest demonstration of every particle in every
case; besides that conceit which palms itself on superiority
of acumen in matters of detail, and accordingly gives rise to
much divergence of action; there is still the paramount error
of frequently forgetting the major in pursuit of some minor
object. hus, if an administration be bad, if it be connected with a vicious course of measures, past or present,
the best service a man can do his country is to labour

steadily and systematically to effect a complete change, both
of its principles and instruments; which cannot be done
without that concert which implies some compromise with
individual independence, and pethaps some sacrifices of opi-

nion upon,particular points; and yet these points, instead of
being waved in favour of the greater object, are adhered to
sometimes almost invidiously, and as if to court some modicum of applause from the common enemy ; to say nothing
of compliments,

candour, &c. &c. lavished on men

con-

nected with the measures they have been deprecating for the
last twenty-five years.
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NOTES.
Nore

82, Page 33, Line 671.

Some must be coaxed to heed their duty’s call.
When

this was written, the eloquence ‘of Mackintosh

and Brougham had not shaken the walls of the city of. London, producing as potent effects upon her precious metals
as that of Orpheus could have done on her pavements.

Nore 33, Page 36, Line 728.
Of Caro Lei, Sc.

ல்

Caro Lei, though, is the best of the bunch, as I think we

have often agreed.
Nore 84, Page 36, Line 740.
L kill my pheasant with Saint Henry's leave.
Saint Henry, of Ichester, alias Henry Hunt, Esquire,
who, at the Somersetshire county meeting, proposed (as a
remedy for agricultural distress) that the farmers and their
friends should be allowed to kill the game which they contracted to preserve for their landlords’ use. If the existing
laws be mischievous, alter or repeal them, but respect the
‘property of all classes, and secure it from wanton encroachment, Who has # better right to dispose of the game (by
sale or otherwise) which an estate produces than the owner
of it? Destroy game entirely, by all means, if necessary to
the well-being of society; but even then there will be poultry,

sheep,

deer,

&c.

which

(as

stealable

matter) will

still furnish arguments to the fwmane consumers of these
articles against the feudal producers and exclusive venders
of them.

‘Even an agrarian law

would

only silence these

‘philanthropic complaints for a very short time.

